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2. 

My client is talking to me. And I’m listening to him. Kind of. It’s hard 

to focus on the words. I tend to not deal with humans in my business life. 

Or my social life. It’s disorienting to have one in my trailer. Especially when 

said human has a rather dreamy pair of almond-shaped eyes I keep getting 

lost in. But it looks like he’s getting to his point, so I’d better stop perving 

and start listening. 

“… I need a rare drug,” Koichi finishes.14 

“Sorry, my shiny sir, I don’t sell to humans. I’m already on thin ice with 

the FSB15 and if I rack up one more Status Quo Ordinance Violation, they’ll 

send me straight to a lunar iso-cell.”  

It breaks my heart to let a fellow Midnighter down, especially one with 

cheekbones for days. Dayz, son. 

14 I was wrong. Not porn. Damn.  
15 The Federation of Sentient Beings. A galactic bureaucracy of nanny state narcs that fuck up all my 
shit.  
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“Naw, it’s cool, check it.” He produces an ID card from his crotch 

pocket. (Man, he packs a lot in there.) “I have FSB clearance. I’m a licensed 

UltraPro.” 

UltraPro. As in: Ultra Professional or Ultra Prostitute. Fun fact about 

humans: we’re hot. That’s not ego. We are literally the most aesthetically 

attractive creatures in all known galaxies and dimensions. Seriously. By 

intergalactic standards, Steve Buscemi is, conservatively, an 8. So, naturally, 

there’s a lucrative business in brokering human-on-non-human sexual 

congress. 

“Hobbyist or Next Big Thing16?” I ask. 

“I’m a Sexcavator,” he declares proudly, puffing out his latex chest. 

“I’ve porked more extraterrestrials, inner-terrestrials, and sentient clouds of 

gas than you can shake a hydra plunger17 at.” 

“I can dig it, hot plate. What’s the point of a trans-dimensional 

awakening if you don’t sample the all-you-can-fuck buffet?” 

“Woah!” Koichi exclaims as he steps into my lab. 

Woah, indeed. It’s nice to have someone actually witness the sheer 

amount of awesomeness I’ve packed into my space. My sister just sees a 

bunch of weird plants and bottles. But Koichi, he’s seeing the full reality with 

Cinemascope IMAX 5D clarity. He sees the violet hues of my tantris cactus, 

16 UltraPros fall into two camps - (1) The sex freaks. The ones who pop up on the radar of sex 
brokers after downloading the right amount of dinosaur erotica and tentacle porn. (2) Future pop 
stars, movie stars and titans of industry. The ones paying their dues by blowing hybrids and Lizards 
for a few years until they’re gifted a hit song or generation-changing tech invention by the Powers 
That Be. Most of them rock the boilderplate Katy Perry deal.  

17 A dildo that sprouts two new heads for every one that’s inserted. Great for orgies. 
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hears the subtle pulsing hum of my Ocimum hamadryad, smells the floral 

cordite fragrance of my brimstone roses. But what makes the sheeny stud’s 

eyes go dinner-plate wide is the cabinet where I keep bottles and jars filled 

with brightly colored tinctures, salves, edibles, dried plants, powders, 

potions, pills, and potables. I may be a special kind of fuck-up in every other 

aspect of my life, but my lab is the one area I keep absolutely pristine. 

 “Look, I know the drill. If you want me to prove I’m not FSB, I’ll take 

any drug you want me to take. What’s this stuff?” he asks opening a jar of 

fermenting tantris cactus leaves. I lunge forward and snatch it from his 

hands. 

 “That’s not for human consumption,” I explain as I reseal the jar and 

place it back on my fermentation station. “That’s my Tulsa Brand 

MoleMash™. Bad for humans, great for glurch moles.18” 

 “You keep glurch moles? No way!” Koichi says excitedly, spotting my 

terrarium. “Dude, you have more than one female? Isn’t that cosmically 

irresponsible?” 

 “Extremely. What can I say? I’m a baller.”  

 One of the fatter queens lets out an ear piercing “Scrack!” and scrapes 

her claws frantically against the glass.  

 “Myrtle, did you eat all your mates again?” I ask. “When glurch queens 

don’t have a cleaning male, they can get quite feisty around male members 

of another species. And by feisty, I mean they’ll try to violently hump the 

face parts of anything they suspect has a penis.” 
 

18 Oooh, I should use that as a slogan.  
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 Koichi gulps. 

 “Don’t worry. I built a spacetime forcefield around the glass. They’re 

not going anywhere.”  

 I did remember to turn on the field, didn’t I?  

 Myrtle answers my question by smashing her way out of the terrarium 

and charging at Koichi.  

 “Guard your bulge!” I yell as he jumps back, the small mole launching 

herself off the table and straight toward his face. “Or your face! Whichever 

one is more important!”  

 Koichi blocks his face. Silently disapproving of his priorities, I lunge 

forward and pry the humping Myrtle off his elbow as the tiny beast 

hemorrhages glurch oil like a stuck pig. Thinking fast, I raise her over the 

nearest empty tentacle orchid and squeeze her for all she’s worth, draining a 

good half a cup of yellow gold into the orchid before the feisty royal tires 

herself out. 

 “What’s that for?” asks Koichi, uncoiling from his defensive posture 

as I secure Myrtle back in her glurchy home, making sure to turn the 

forcefield on this time.  

  “Between you and me, Koichi, this could be the most game 

changingist cultivation since penicillin.” I hold up the finished product for 

emphasis. A corked Erlenmeyer flask full of watery yellow liquid. “Noon 

66.” 

 “Why? What does it do?” Koichi asks. 

 “It gets Lizards high.”  
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Koichi’s jaw drops. Rightfully so. Lizards can’t get high. It’s the one 

pleasure of Earth they can’t partake in. Until now. 

“I’ve been testing it on some stray Tourist Lizards19 who’ve overstayed 

their visas. Works like a charm. It’s my insurance policy for the Invasion.”  

Real quick, here’s the skinny on the Invasion: Earth is five to ten years 

away from being completely overrun by Lizards. For the last couple hundred 

years, Terence and Doug have clandestinely encouraged the human 

population to dig all the flammable shit out of the ground and burn it in 

mass quantities. We called it the Industrial Revolution. They call it Organic 

Terraforming. The climate of our planet is about to get too hot for humans, 

but just right for the scaly emigrants from Alpha Draconis. Yeah, sucks to 

be human. Even if we are damn sexy. My plan is to sell as much Noon 66 as 

I can and collect enough galactic currency to buy my way off this doomed 

blue marble.  

Speaking of money, I have a client to attend to. 

“So what flavor of devil’s candy makes you feel good and randy, my 

lustrous dandy? I got asphodel nugs, rask pellets, tantcak, yggsap, OGs, 

Christines, scorpion pips, pink stuff, rooster jizz-” 

“Actually, I’m looking for… what’s pink stuff?” 

What is pink stuff?  

“Don’t remember,” I say, pulling down a glass vial filled with sparkling 

pink powder. “Wanna snort some and find out?” 

19 As opposed to the Lizard Overlords. Tourist Lizards are wayfaring rubes from Doug and 
Terrence’s home planet.  
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 “Maybe later. I’m looking for something specific. I’ve heard there’s a 

flower that goes through an entire life cycle in one day?” 

 “The Sphinx Lily. Not known for its narcotic properties.” 

 “But it can be made into an infusion with, ahem, rejuvenative 

properties?”  

 “What are you looking to do?” 

 He fixes me with a serious stare…  

 “I need to taste like a virgin.” 

 That’s a new one.  

 “This Friday, I’m getting eaten by Doug, the Supreme High Lizard 

Overlord.” 

 “And by eaten you mean…?” 

 “The chompy-chompy kind. Not the sexy kind,” he clarifies.  

 A feeling of dull sadness blooms in my chest.  

 “Please tell me you’re getting something good in return.” 

 Koichi’s going to be a human sacrifice. Society’s elites have been 

sacrificing humans to the Big Lizards ever since they arrived. It’s a voluntary 

process. Not sure why. Maybe consenting meat tastes better. Humans who 

sign up for the Big Eat are usually doing it so a friend or family member can 

reap the benefits. Every time you hear about a mega lottery winner, a 

miraculous recovery from an incurable disease, or some other rags to riches 

type story, that’s just the Illuminati20 footing the bill for Lizard chow.  
 

20 Yes, that Illuminati. The Lizards give the orders and the members of the Illuminati carry them out. 
In exchange for shaping society to the Lizards’ liking, members of the Illuminati have the most 
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 “My little brother,” Koichi says. “He has this disease where bones 

grow in his lungs. The Illuminati sacrifice coordinator got the Greys21 at Area 

5422 to build him a new pair of super lungs. Should clear him right up. On 

top of that, he’s getting a trust fund that’ll take care of him for life. He gets 

everything once I’m dissolving in Doug’s belly.” 

 “And he wants you to taste extra virginy?” 

 “Yeah, it’s Doug’s last meal in his eating cycle and he’s craving 

something untouched.23 The sacrifice coordinator’s a friend of mine. To 

guarantee my little bro would get his lungs in time, she lied and told ‘em I’m 

a virgin.” 

 “That’s a pretty big risk, for both of you.” 

 Koichi shrugs. “She figures the Big Lizards are going to be pretty 

distracted with everything else going down in Vegas this weekend.”    

 “Draconis Con?” 

 “Yup, Tourist Lizzies by the thousands, packed in the Ziggurat for the 

whole weekend to learn about the wonders of emigrating to Earth. Are you 

going? You should. You could make a killing with Noon 66.” 

 
money, fame and power of any beings in human society. The 1% of the 1%. And every last one of 
them is a Lizard/human hybrid. More on that later.  
21 The classic aliens. You know who I’m talking about. Little guys, big heads, probe enthusiasts. 
Tulsa pro tip: if you ever have a chance to have sex with a Grey, do it. They’re the Yo-Yo Mas of 
assplay.  
22 Area 54 - where they keep the really weird stuff.  
23 The Lizards have two cycles: eating and fucking. Each last about 6 months. When they’re eating, 
they’re not fucking. When they’re fucking, they’re not eating. The Overlords trade off for maximum 
efficiency. Doug’s eating cycle is during Terrence’s fucking cycle. They’re the most devastating tag 
team since Goldust and Booker T in 2003. 
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 “I’d love to. But getting a badge to DracCon is harder than getting a 

glacier to re-form. With my criminal adjacent status, there’s no way I could 

pass all the FSB hurdles to get in.”  

 “I can get you a badge,” says Koichi. “I’m about to be eaten by the 

Lizard King. I got hook-ups straight from the Illuminati.” 

 “But can you also get me a hotel room at the Ziggurat, a plane ticket, 

food vouchers, and a series of other pending itemized expenses on top of the 

20k for my virginally-rejuvenating sphinx lily ointment?” 

 “Yep,” he says, rather guilelessly.   

 This is good. Too good. I raise one eyebrow to a suitably incredulous 

height. 

 “What’s the catch?” 

 “Like I said, I’m tight with the S.C., but I need make sure her boss, the 

Executive Lizard Liason, doesn’t look at me too closely. I’m hoping you can 

distract her for me.” 

 “How do you expect me to do that?” 

 “The Executive Lizard Liason is Lucy Nash.”  

 Fuck. 

 “Word on the street is you two had a history.” 

 A sordid history. Once upon a time,  Lucy and I were college 

sweethearts. I was even going to ask her to marry me. But then I took my 

first blast of Midnight and discovered that the love of my life was actually a 

scheming reptile queen. 

 “So that’s why you sought me out.” 
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“You okay with pulling a fast one on her?” 

“Koichi, if lying to Lucy Nash was a sport, I’d have a Ph.D.” 

“That’s not how either of those things work.” 

“You’re hired!” I shout, thrusting out my hand.  

Koichi shakes it.  

Break out the pink stuff! Tulsa Kalhoun is going to Vegas! 


